Bringing the great taste of globally acclaimed Wagyu to dinner tables worldwide

The tenderness and delicate flavor of Wagyu is in high demand in Japan, where cuisine honors the inherent flavor of the ingredients. In response to such demand, Japan has refined its production technologies and the rest of the world, which is more accustomed to slightly more textured red meat, has been taken by surprise by the texture of Wagyu - a new style beef that once tried will not soon be forgotten. Wagyu, a relatively rare commodity, has the potential to increase the possibilities and value of food cultures around the world and bring with it significant change.

Raised with loving care for perfect Wagyu

Each and every head of Wagyu cattle is given time and attention, and raised lovingly by feeding specialists in the vast open spaces of Japan. In addition to a well-managed environment - a carefully designed diet including rice, hay, wheat, and brass in nettle cattle that are both healthy and produce great tasting beef, and cattle sheds kept in immaculate condition so as not to stress the delicate cattle - Wagyu cattle are bred with human compassion and attention. Outstanding production technologies and the pride of the master in pursuit of perfect Wagyu gives way to a superior quality found nowhere else in the world.

Wagyu - Refined by Japanese food culture

Including teppanyaki, sukiyaki and shabushabu, there is a wide variety of Japanese dishes that allow one to fully appreciate the tenderness and flavor of Wagyu. Teppanyaki is a simple method of drawing out the full flavor of the ingredients, while sukiyaki and shabushabu emphasize the delicate flavor and mouth-watering texture of thinly sliced beef. Japanese food culture places emphasis on enjoying the natural flavors of ingredients and has developed Wagyu into what it is today. Wagyu is unrivalled in its great taste and is now gaining popularity around the world as a luxury ingredient.

The melt-in-your-mouth texture is unique to Wagyu

Perhaps the most prominent characteristic of Wagyu is the المشهد fat distributed through the muscle fibers known as “shimofuri” in Japan. The fine texture of Wagyu gives an extremely tender, melt-in-the-mouth quality. Wagyu is also known for its sweet, full-bodied aroma known as “ Wagyu no” or beef aroma. This beef aroma serves to further draw out the great taste of Wagyu. The flavor of Wagyu does not only satisfy the taste buds, but all five senses and has the potential to significantly change beef cuisine in countries around the world.